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Abstract

A proposed new facility for the study of highly charged hea/y

.ions is described. The basic elements of APIPIS, the Atomic Physics

Ion-Photon Interaction System, are: 1) a source of multiply-charged

ions, 2) a linear accelerator,. 3) a synchrotron storage ring, and A) a

source of high brightness x rays. The placement of a heavy ion

storage ring at the x-ray ring of the National Synchrotron Light

Source will provide unique opportunities for the study of

photo-excitaticn of heavy ions.

•Research supported by the Fundamental Interactions Branch, Division
of Chemical Sciences, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, US Department
of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC02-76CH00016 (BMJ,KWJ,MM) and under
Contract No. DE-AC02-81ER10905 (VOK).
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The intriguing Idea of constructing a heavy-ion storage ring for

photon-ion Interaction studies using synchrotron radiation was first

pointed out1 at the workshop on Atoadc Physics at the Ration*!

Synchrotron light Source (NSLS), which was held at Brookhaven

National Laboratory (BNL) in September of 1980. Since then there have

been numerous heavy-ion storage ring proposals2»3, but (to our

knowledge) none of these are planned for development at synchrotron

radiation facilities. The Atomic Physics Ion-Photou Interaction

System (APIPIS) discussed here is a proposed heavy-ion storage ring to

be specifically designed for high-luminosity studies of interactions

between stored heavy ions ,and synchrotron radiation produced by the

x-ray ring of the NSLS at BNL.

APIPIS. will be a national user facility for atomic physics

research with many unique advantages over conventional facilties. A

dedicated ion source will produce highly-charged Ions of nearly any

desired elemeut or charge state up to and including fully-stripped

ions. The linear accelerator will provide a wide range of beam

energies, the ability to strip to even higher charge states, and

efficient injection of the storage ring. The heavy-Ion storage ring

will increase effective beam currents by reclrculating the Ions for

multiple collision opportunities, quench tnetastables by allowing for

long storage times, and possibly store multiple charge states for

high-count-rate internal experiments on electron capture and loss

mechanisms. Most Importantly, the synchrotron radiation from the NSLS

x-ray ring will allow for pioneering experiments in the virgin field
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of photoexcitation «nd photoionization of highly-charged heavy lens.

The scientists Involved in this project and their respective roles are

indicated in Table I.

APIPIS will definitely use the NSLS x-ray ring * as its photon

source, but there are many options to choose from for the other three

components: the ion source, accelerator and storage ring. A cryogenic

EBIS should eventually provide the best combination of high charge

state and reasonable beam intensity, but as discussed during this

workshop, ECRIS sources are now producing impressive currents of

highly-charged ions. Another possibility is PHOBIS, the PHOton Beam

Ion jJource,** now under development at the NSLS. This source is

similar to au EBIS, but uses successive photoionization of trapped

ions to produce high charge states rather than electron bombardment.

The accelerator will probably be a modest RFQ (Radio-Frequency

Quadrupole) linac. Alternatively, the ion source could be put on a

high-voltage pedestal. The storage ring should be a small heavy-ion

synchrotron similar to CRYRING7 with possible stochastic or electron

cooling. Various aspects of the two proposals, CRYRING and APIPIS,

arc compared in Table II.

Since high-luminosity interactions between photons and ions are

of primary concern, the maximum stored beam energy in the APIPIS ring

is dictated by geometrical considerations. The smallest piactical

ring size is most desireable to minimize construction and operating

costs and to conserve floor space at the tfSLS. A certain minimum ring

size is necessary, however, to accommodate vacuum systems, bending
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magnets and associated hardware, and to allow for beam injection,

acceleration and extraction, and for Internal experiments. These

considerations lead to a choice of ring circumference of 25-30 meters.

To provide optimal overlap between bursts of synchrotron

radiation and bunches of stored ions the cycle time of ions in the

storage ring should match the 567 ns period of the x-ray ring of the

NSLS. Under this condition, Table III gives estimates of the maximum

beam energy in a heavy-ion strorage ring as a function of ring

circumference. The calculations indicate that a 25-30 m ring would

provide maximum stored beam energies of 10-15 Mev/u.

For the study of highly-charged ions there are considerable

advantages of heavy-ion storage rings over conventional accelerator

facilities. Rather than being limited to an external ion beam passing

only once through a specific target, the storage ring allows for

multiple passes. For crossed and merged beam experiments this

conservation of available projectiles results in much higher effective

beam currents and therefore higher luminosities, that is more

interactions per second. Data-taking time is obviously shortened,

statistics are improved, and in the case of very low cross-sections,

experiments are allowed which are not feasible at conventional

facilities. Beam cooling reduces the width of the momentum

distribution of stored ions thereby providing for higher energy

resolution measurements. APIPIS will have all of these advantages

plus providing for unique opportunities to stjdy high-luminosity

interactions between highly-charged ions and high-brightness x-rays.
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Table I. APIPIS Personnel

Scientific Aspects;

X-Ray Optics;

Storage Ring & RFQ:

Ion Source:

B. M. Johnson, K. W. Jones, H. Heron
Division of Atomic and Applied Physics
DAS Dept., Brookhaven National Laboratory

J. B. Hastings, W. C. Thomllnson
NSLS Dept., Brookhaven National Daboratory

Y.Y. Lee, K. Prelec
AGS Dept., Brookhaven National Laboratory

V. 0. Rostroun
Cornell University

Table II. Comparison of

Aspect

Ion Source

Intermediate Accelerator

CRYRING and APIPIS

CRYRING

CRYSIS

RFQ

Storage Ring Circumference 30.5 m

Photon Source

Photon Wavelength Range

Fields of Physics

LASER

visible

Atomic, Nuclear
and Solid State

APIPIS

CEBIS III or ECRIS,
and/or PHOBIS

RFQ

approx. 25 m

NSLS and LASER

x-ray, VUV, visible

Atomic

Table III. APIPIS maximum stored beam energy for a 567 ns period
as a function of ring circumference

Circumference (m) Max. Stored Beam Energy (Mev/u)

1
2
5
10
20
30
50

0.016
0.065
0.41
1.6
6.6
14.8
41.0
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